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Complete Education is a mission that combines a quest for the new and the evolution of the self. This is the life force and core philosophy that drives the R.M.K. Group of Educational Institutions. Founded and headed by Thiru. R. S. Munirathinam - a Visionary Nationalist, Educationist and Philanthropist, the R.M.K. Group is committed to promote complete education through its institutions. Empowered by visionary management team, each institution with its own dedicated educators, state-of-the-art resources, is achieving continued excellence by revolutionizing education in this part of the world.

With a vision to create world class institutions, the R.M.K. group’s journey in education is an on-going quest for achieving supreme excellence.
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## Creditable Credentials

### 360° Structured Placement Training Programs

- **600 Hours – 4 Years** Including Engineering Orientation, Company Specific Training, Aptitude, Programming, Communication, Industry Ready, Behavioural & Life Skills & Ice Breaking Sessions - to provide Intern cum Job Offers (30%) with Higher Salary Package

### IEDC & E-Cell

- **No of Start-Ups: 27**
- **Considerable Number of Student Entrepreneurs – Every Year**

### 24 MoUs Signed

- with Foreign Universities / Industries & Academic Alliance Partners.
- **Recognized as Business Incubator Under Ministry of MSME, Government of India**

### Faculty Ratio

- **1:15**
- **500+ Faculty Members**
- **150+ PhDs**

### Faculty for Foreign Languages

- Japanese Language Training: More than 50 Offers by outsourcing corporation & K. J. International with a pay scale of 24 lakhs yen per annum

### Higher Education Cell

- Provides complete support to the aspiring students for their Higher Studies.

### Gate, GRE & IELTS Training

- **10% - 15% of Students – Joined in reputed Institutions for Higher Studies in India & Abroad**

### Centre for Foreign Languages

- Provides complete support to the aspiring students for their Higher Studies.

### Centre for Online Courses

- Faculty Members and Students complete various Online Certification courses using NPTEL, Coursera, etc.,
- **RANKED ONE AMONG THE TOP 50 SWAYAM NPTEL Active Local Chapters in India with AA rating**

### Research Papers

- **2697 Research Papers** Published by Faculty Members in the Refereed National & International Journals

### Best Student Awards & Best Project Awards

- to our students & by ISTE, IE(I), IETE, CSI, TCS, Cognizant & Reputed Institutions and Organizations

### More than

- **₹14.7 Crores Funded Projects & Labs**

### Patents Filed by Students & Faculties

- **57 Granted: 2 Published: 40**

### Institution Innovation Council (IIC) Approved by MHRD Innovation Cell, Govt. of India

- **4 Star Rating** for Active and Maximum Participation by Our Students & Faculty Members

### 14 Centres of Excellence & R&D Labs

- in latest technology in collaboration with leading industries to Provide Business Unit Hiring Opportunity for the Students
COURSES OFFERED
B.E. | B.Tech. | M.E. | PhD PROGRAMMES

UG COURSES
B.E - Civil Engineering
B.E - Computer Science and Engineering
B.E - Electrical and Electronics Engineering
B.E - Electronics and Communication Engineering
B.E - Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering
B.E - Mechanical Engineering
B.Tech - Information Technology
B.Tech - Artificial Intelligence and Data Science
B.Tech - Computer Science and Business System

PG COURSES
M.E - Applied Electronics
M.E - Computer Science and Engineering
M.E - Power Electronics and Drives

PhD PROGRAMMES
Computer Science and Engineering
Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Electronics and Communication Engineering
Physics
Chemistry
Maths
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